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Ahtract

A motion controller for the autonomous mobile vehicle commands the robot’s drive mechaniim t o keep the robot near i b
desired path at all timea. in order for the controller to behave
properly, the controller must know the robot’s position at any
given time. The controller usen the information provided by the
optical encoders attached to the wheels to determine vehicle position. This paper analyser the effect of measurement errors,
wheel slippage, and noise on the accuracy of the estimated vehicle position obtained in thie manner. Specifically, the location
estimator and its uncertainty covariance matrix are derived.
Figure 1. A Sequence of ’lkanaformations

1. Introduction
Determining the location of a robot is an important problem
in navigating an autonomous vehicle in an unstructured environment. In a twodimensional space, the location of a mobile robot
can be represented by a triplet (2, y, 0) ([7]) where 2, y and 0
are, respectively, the position and orientation of the robot. A
problem arises from the fact that there is alwayserror associated
with the robot’s motion. For example, in a two-wheeled drive
system, the robot controller uses the information provided by the
optical encoders attached to the wheels to command the robot’s
drive mechanism to keep the robot near its desired path a t all
time. However, the robot drive mechanism and controller may
or may not follow commands very well and the measurements
from the optical encoders are not error-free. These imprecisions are assumed random and can be modeled by a parametric
distribution. The parameters of the error distribution cm be
determined experimentally.
Several methods for quantifying and dealing with thie uncertainty have been propwed in the literature. Chatila and Laumond[3] used a scalar error estimate as the uncertainty measure
for position and were not concerned with angular error. The
uncertainty measure is used as the weight in combining the redundant measurements of the same entity. Brooks[l], employing
a min/max error bounds approach, developed the uncertainty
manifold for each location estimator. Smith and Cheeseman[8]
(also see Smith, Self and Cheeseman(91) used the covariancematrix as the uncertainty measure for the location estimator. They
also introduced two operations which can be used to manipulate
the relationship between any coordinate frame, given the chain
of uncertain relative transformations linking them. The first o p
eration is called compounding and can be better explained by
Figure 1 (taken from Smith and Cheeseman(81).

In thie example, the robot makes a number of moves and ends
up near ita initial position W. The solid ellipses represent the
relative uncertainty of the robot with respect to ita last p i t i o n ,
while the dashed ellipses are the uncertainty of the robot with
respect t o W. The compounding process calculates the nominal location and associated error (dashed ellipse) of any object
relative t o any other object linked through a chain of transformations. The resulting compounded transformation has greater
uncertainty than its components. That is, as the robot moves
from one place to another, the uncertainty about its location
with respect to the initial location grows.
The uncertainty could grow to a point that i t becomes impossible for a robot t o make any meaningful inference about its
whereabouts. By using some auxiliary information, such as data
from sensing landmarks, the uncertainty can be reduced. The
reduction is done by employing a technique such as the Kalman
filter to combine the existing uncertainty with new information.
This is the merging process used by Smith and Cheeseman[8].
The calculation of the covariance matrix, in most cases, is
not straightforward because of the nonlinear nature of the location estimator. Approximations are often needed. For example,
Smith and Cheeseman[8] used the first-order Taylor expansion
to evaluate the uncertainty covariance matrix. Wang[ll] analytically verified the appropriateness of the first-order approximation, and described the limits of applicability.
In this article, the two-wheeled robot drive system based
on the information from the optical encoders is examined. The
estimation of robot states and the uncertainty analysis for such
a system are presented. Specifically, the location estimator and
its covariance matrix are derived. A comparison among existing
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methods for calculating the covariance matrix of the location
estimator is also studied by simulation.
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2. The Two-Wheeled Robot Drive S y r t e m

A two-wheeled robot has two opposed drive wheels, mounted
on the left and right sides of the robot, with their common axis
passing through the center of the robot. The movement of the
robot aa a whole is indicated by the motion of the midpoint of the
axis. In Figure 2 (ale0 discussed by Tsumuru and F'ujiwara[lO]),
the left and right wheel positions are denoted by A and C,and
the midpoint of the axk, B, is the robot poeition reference point.
Figure 3. Illustration of Relationship of Positions
It can be shown that BC, which is parallel to D E and to O P ,
b w t a the angle LABP. That is,

LABC = LADE = LAOP = At),/2.
Therefore, we have

LPOF = LAOF - LAOP =
A

0-1

R

B C
L 4

For the general case of arbitrary path, the length of O P is unknown, one commonly used method (e.g. Tsumura and Fujiwara[lO], Julliere et al. [SI,Iijima et al. [4]) is t o approximate
P by P' with the length of OP' = arc O P = AD,. With thie
approximation, we have

Figure 2. Illuetration of the Drive System

In this example, the robot moves from B to B'. The length
of the axie is L = AC = A ' d . The distance travelled, AD,
and the angle changed, AB, resulting from the movement can be
calculated in terms of the incremental changes of the odometric
measurements of the right and left wheel motions. Let ADr and
AD1 denote the covered diatances of the right and left wheela
respectively, then
ADr = (L

+ R) AB,

Thus, we have
A D = (ADr
At) = (AD,

AX,
AY,

FJ

M

AD, cos(t),-1+ ABn/2)
ADnsin(t),-l
AB,/2),

and the location of the robot at time n is approximated by

Xn = Xn-1 +AX,
Yn = Yn-l+ AY,
0, =

(2.1)

- ADl)/L.

(34

+

AD,Cos(B,-1+

FJ

AD1 = R At).

+ AD1)/2,

+ AB,/2.

fil

Yn-l

+ AD,

sin(t),,-.I+

At),
-)2
At),
2)

(3.2)

+At),.

However, with the added assumption of circular path, the relationship between the length of O P and arc O P can be obtained
as (also see notations in Figure 2)

That is, A D is the average of the outer and inner arcs and At)
is proportional to the difference of the outer and inner arcs.

-OP

3. The Location of the Robot

orc O P -

In a two-dimensional space, the location (or state) of the
robot at step (or time) n can be represented by

+

2(L/2 R) sin(At),/2) - sin(AOn/2)
(L/2 R)At),
AOn/2 .

+

That is,

OP = sin(At),/2) ADn.
Ah/2

U, = (x,Y, e,)*.
With this result, we have
Suppuee we know that at time n - 1, the robot is located at
0 = (&-I, Y,-i) and is oriented in the direction of the point A
as shown in Figure 3, i.e. 8,-1 = LAOF. We wish to determine
the location and orientation of the robot at time n, given that
we know AD, and At),.
At),. But the
The new orientation, t),, is given by 8,-1
position of the robot is unknown. The robot can take any path
that starts at 0, has total arc length AD, and turns by a total
of At),. To determine the position of the robot, we need to
make some assumptions about the type of path it follows. If we
assume a circular path, then (see Figure 3) AD, = ore O P and
At), = LABP. The location of the robot at time n, P , can be
calculated as follows.

+

and the location of the robot at time n is given by

8, =
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+ At),.

or in matrix form
A0n

+

uAiin
O0

Note that sin+/+ + 1 as -+ 0, the term sin(A0,/2)/(A0n/2)
can be viewed as an adjustment factor for the robot location due
to the circular movement.
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4. The Error of the Location Estimation

There is error in calculating the location of the robot at
each time step. The error arises from the fact that the odometric measurements from both wheels are imperfect due to sensor
noise and wheel slippage. These imprecisions are assumed random and can be modeled by a parametric distribution. In other
words, we have
AD, = AD, + e r

7 O

So
9O

loo
11°
12O

A b , = AD1 + c l ,

-

N(AD1, U;),

+

incremental orientation A6 = (Ab, - Abl)/L is normal with
mean A0 and variance u i i = (U," u!)/L2.

+

The covariance between A D and A6 is given by

+ Abl)/2,

(Ab, - Abl)/L]
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If U," = U;; that is, the error variance of the right wheel is the
same as that of the left wheel, which is a reasonable assumption
in practice, then the covariance between A D and A6 vanishes.
Under normality, cw[X,Y] = 0 implies that X and Y are
independent. Thus, if the measurement errors of the optical
decoders at both wheels are independently and identically normally distributed, then A D and A0 are independent normal
random variables. This result greatly simplifies the derivation
of the covariance matrix of the location estimator of (3.4).
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with U the error variance of
or U = uAan/2.
It can be shown that 82,-1 - san 2 0 and is a decreasing
function of
Thus, for fixed u2, the bias

The trajectory-following controller commands right and left
wheel velocities based on the information about the current desired location and current estimated location of the robot. The
location of the robot at time n is estimated by

A
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where

5. The Location Estimator
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Knowledge of the statistical behavior of (5.1) is necessary in
order to determine when the landmarks should be sensed and
when such information is to be used to keep a guard on the
robot's location information. We use the covariance matrix of
(5.1) as the uncertainty measure for the location estimator.
Because of the presence of the adjustment factor, there is
no exact method for calculating the covariance matrix of the location estimator in (5.1). Approximation methods are available.
Commonly used approaches range from linearization to dropping
off~in(A6~,/2)/(A0,/2)in the calculation of the covariance matrix. Before we assess the virtues of various approximations,
we shall examine this adjustment factor more clcmely (under the
normality assumption).
Since A$,, lies between - x and A , and sin+/+ is an even
function of 4, we will only study the behavior of sin$/b with
4 E [0, r/2]and the estimate of 4.
First, we investigate the bias-of the adjustment factor, i.e.
see how close on average sin+/+ is to sin+/+. It is shown
(Wang(l2l) that

and the estimated incremental displacement A D = ( A b , +
A&)/% is distributed as normal with mean A D and variance
u i b = (U," u;)/4. Similarly, the distribution of the estimated

C O V [ A A61
~ , = cw[(Ab,

.O

.oooo12

180'

P

where A b , and A b l , respectively, are the observed distance
that right and left wheels have moved; and er and €1 are random
error. Furthermore, if we can assume that c, and el are independently normally distributed with means 0 and variances U,"
and U;, then
N(AD,, U,")
AD,
Ab1

Table 1. Biases of Adjustment Factor.
O0
10'
30'
90'

+ = 0.

Furthermore, it can be shown

The values of (5.2) for various combinations of uAin and A0,
are given in Table 1. It is seen that the biases are quite small
even for moderate values of angular error.

+ AU,.
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example, the (1,l)diagonal element of matrix cov[AU,] is given
by

Next, we evaluate the variance of the apjustment factor, i.e.
to see the spread of the distribution of sin 4/4. It is shown that
sin'

6

warl(Akn) = (1 - ai)'AX;/2

e-eava/2 cos(4y)dydz.

Thue, we have
war

and the (1,2) off-diagonal element is

["id]
- - /ol 1''
[il

e-"'#/'

c w l ( A k n , A?,)

cos(4y)dydz-
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The (1,l)element of matrix cov[U,-l,

+ uiin)/8].

AUn] is given by

= b,(l - C,)~AX,-~AX,/~+
b(1- c;)AY,-1AYn/2

A?,)
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Table 2. Variances of Adjustment Factor.
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- l)AX,AY,+

cos(4y)dyl'.

+

AO..

= a:(.

a', sin 4, cos 4,,2
ABn

(5-3)

Although we can not show, analytically, any monotonicity p r o p
(for fixed U), the numerical
erties of (5.3) as a function of
results (from numerical integrations by routines DBLIN and
DCADRE of IMSL[5]) do indicate that the variance of sin)/+
is an increasing function of Table 2 reports the variances of
sin +/+for some selected values of uAin and A@,.

uAin
0'

+ (1 - at)AY:/2+
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The second approach uses the Taylor series to approximate the
adjustment factor. Specifically, since

+ AO,
-

sin(h,-1+

Ah,)

FJ

sinhn-l

1

cosO,-1 - -sinin-l,
2

thus,

'

= AD,
The above results (bias and variance) indicate that the distribution of the adjustment factor sin(Ahn/2)/(Ah,/2) is highly
concentrated around sin(AOn/2)/(AO,/2) for a wide range of
angular errors and incremental orientations. This simple fact
enables us to find a good approximate covariance matrix for the
location estimator in (5.1)

1

sin(On-.l

+ AB,)

- sinhn-l

Ah*

Similarly,

6. The Covariance Matrix of the Location Estimator

These results are then used in the calculation of cw[U,].
Both approaches discussed so far require that Ah,, the incremental orientation at time n, be small. However, the observer
of the robot controller will update the location of the robot, but
not calculate the covariance matrix, at each step because of the
real-time consideration. Thus, by the time the observer evaluates the covariance matrix of the location estimate, the orientation change accumulated through steps may not be small
enough t o make the above two approximations valid. AAbetter approximation which can tolerate a wider range of AO, is
needed.
Instead of treating sin(Ahn/2)/(Ah,/2) as unity and d r o p
ping it from the calculation of the covariance matrix, the results
in the previous section suggest that we can treat the adjustment

The covariance matrix of U, of (5.1) is given by

+

+

COW[U,]= COV[U,-~] cw[AUn] C O V [ U ~ -AUT,]+
~,
cw[AUn, Un-11,
where cw[Z] represents the wariance/covariance matrix of Z,
while cw[V, W]is the cross-couariancematrix between V and
W.As we mentioned in the previous section, the presence of the
adjustment factor makes the calculation of the covariance matrix
of (5.1) difficult. To circumvent this problem and since for small
Ah,, the adjustment factor is close to 1, an-approximete method
one would consider first is to discard sin(AOn/2)/(AO,/2) in the
calculation of the covariance matrix. With this approximation,
the derivation of COV[U,] is straightforward (see Wang[l2]). For
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factor as a constant in the calculation of-the covariance matrix.
That is, the diagonal elements of cow[AU,,] are given by

Figures 4 and 5 display the 95% confipence regions corresponding to the covariance matrices of (AX,,, A?,)*. The parameters used were AD,, = 50, uAbn = 4.25 for both figures,
Bn-l = -45O, a- loo, ABn = -loo, aAjn= 4O, for Figure
8,-1 = 5O,
- 15O, AB,, = 120°,
4, and B,-1 = -90O, aen-1 for Figure 5. Ellipses labeled 0, 1, 2 and 3 correspond to nominal, method 1, method 2 and method 3 respectively. Method
1 evaluates the covariance matrix by using the Taylor expansion approximation; method 2 drops the adjustment factor from
(5.1); and method 3 treats the adjustment factor as a constant in
the calculation of the covariance matrix. It is seen that for small
AB,, (Figure 4), methods 1, 2 and 3 give almost identical results
which agree well to the nominal covariance matGx. Specifically,
in Figure 4, the covariance matrices of (AX,, AY,)* for nominal
and methods 1 t o 3 are, respectively,

and the off-diagonal elements are
86.6017
(-5.2261
86.8769
(-5.1544

87.6494

18.3491) ’
86.6564
and (-5.1413
18.2268)

18.2567)

’ (-4.9043

18.2732)

’

*

It ia evident that method 3 is by far the best approximation
method when AO, is large (Figure 5). The other 2 methods,
especially method 1, are too conservative. The covariance matrices in Figure 5 are
where warl(.) and cowl(-) are given in (6.1) and (6.2). For the
elements of the cross-covariance matrix CW[U,,-~, AU,], we
have

COW(^,,-^, A k n ) = CoV(AXn-l,
W

AX,,)

sin(A6,,-1 12) sin(Ahen/2)
Cwl(Xn-1, A&)
A6,,-,/2
A&,/2

C O W ( ~ , A&)
-~, w

sin(Ab,/2)
Ai,,/2

40.745
(47.032

102.119)

205.030

(z:::

147.878)

’ (167.263

228.001) ’
41.492
and (47.696 101.137)

Similar results are also obtained when zompr$ng
of AY,,, AB,, and the covariance of AX,,, AB,,.

the covariance

C O W ~ ( ~ ~ - IAX,).
,

Since 0 5 sin4/4 5 1, the elements of cw[AU,,] in (6.3)
and (6.4) are smaller than the elementa in (6.1) and (6.2).
When AB,, 9 small, the differences are negligible. However,
for larger AB,, the differences can be significant. For example,
~ i n ~ ( A ~ , / 2 ) / ( A ~ , /=
2 )0.912
~
when AB, = 60°, i.e. var(Ak,,)
and var(A?,) in (6.3) are almost 10% smaller than their munterparta in (6.1). For AB,, = 9 0 O , it would result in a nearly
20% reduction. Thus, the question of interest is whether (6.1)
and (6.2) overeetimatepr (6.3) and (6.4) underestimate the
variance matrix cov[AU,]. We will try to answer t h u question
in the next Metion.

Figure 4. Comparisons with small AB,,

7. Cornparimom of Different Approximatiom
We conducted simulation studies to compare the three a p
proximationa for various combinations of parameters and angu!ar errors. one thousand independent random deviates Ab,,
On-l and AB, were generated from normal with means AD,,
#,,-I and AB,, and variancee az
- (a b
a?
and
Abn em-l
aijmlrespectively. Covariance matricea of (AX,,, Af,, AB,)*
for different approximations are then constructed to compare
with the nominal one. Since there is no approximation involved
in the calculation of var(AB,), we compare only the covariance
matricea of (AX,,, Af,)*, cw(AX,, Ai,) and cw(Af,, AB,,).
A total of 84 cases were run, but only 2 cases will be reported
and discussed here. For detailed results, see Wang[l2].

+

Figure 5. Comparisons with large AB,
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From the above discussions, we can conclude that method 3
is a good approximation method for calculating the covariance
matrix of the location estimator in (5.1). It is simpler than
method 2, yet produces much more adequate results. It can
tolerate a much wider range of A& than can methods 1 and 2.
8. Concluding Remarks

The role of the observer of a mobile robot controller is to
maintain and update the information about the vehicle position
and associated uncertainties, so the vehicle can behave properly.
In this paper, we have presented a method for estimating the
robot's location for the two-wheeled robot drive system fursed
on the information from the optical encoders. This result differs
from the earlier work by introducing a circular adjustment factor
into the estimator. Since the variance of the adjustment factor
is rather small under regular conditions, the proposed method
gives a more accurate estimate of the robot's location without
increasing the uncertainty of the estimate.
We have also proposed an approximate method for d c u l a t ing the covariance matrix of the location estimator. It is shown
that the covariance matrix so obtained approximates extremely
well to the nominal one. The covariance matrix enables us to
continuously maintab an approximation to uncertainty in location estimation and helps us to make decisions about the docking
strategies and the need of sensing.
The real-time implementation of the controller makes the
calculation of the covariance matrix an important issue. The
first-order approximation used by Smith and Cheeseman[8] is
very easy to compute and generalize. In addition, by precomputing and storing a set of Jacobian matrices that represent
useful and frequently encountered spatial transformations, not
only can an even greater computational efficiency be achieved,
but also various types of transformations can be handled by a
common general procedure. Although the appropriateness of
the first-order approximation has been analytically verified by
Wang[ll] for uncertain transformations described by Smith and
Cheeseman[8], the goodness of the first-order approximation in
calculating the covariance matrix for (5.1) is generally unknown.
Further study is planned to investigate the behavior of the observer obtained by the first-order approximation and compare
it with that of the observer proposed in this article. The motivation is that if the firsborder approximation can compare favorably enough, we would prefer the firsborder approximation
because of its simplicity, efficiency and generality.
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